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Abstract. If a' is a local field, L a quadratic extension, r a Schottky group

co-compact in PGL2(K) then the quotient L - K/T corresponds to the L-

points of a Mumford curve.  In this paper we calculate   f,   „,_ dJi, where
J L — A/I

J! is an PGL2(AT) invariant measure on L - K , in terms of the genus of the

corresponding curve.

In this paper we will give a p-adic analogue of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem in

the following case. Let X be a compact Riemann surface with genus g > 2.

Then there is a uniformizaron of X by the hyperbolic upper half plane %?.

That is, X « %?¡Y where ^ - {x + iy & C\y > 0} with the usual hyperbolic

structure and T is a Fuchsian subgroup of SL2(R). The area form dxdy/y

is invariant under SL2(R) and since the curvature of St is constant -1 the

Gauss-Bonnet formula says:

/,
dxdy/y  = -2nx(X)

■se/Y

= 2n(2g-2).

1. MUMFORD CURVES

(a) Notation. Throughout this paper K will denote a field complete with

respect to a discrete valuation v: K* —► Z with the convention v(0) = +oo.

We assume that char(A^) / 2. Let cfK-cf denote the ring of integers. That is,

cf = {x G K\v(x) > 0}. Take n to be a uniformizer in cf, so v(n) = 1. Then

n will generate the maximal ideal of (f and k = (f/ntf is the residue field.

We assume throughout that k is finite of order q. We take the normalized

absolute value on K, i.e.  |jc| = q~vM for x e K.
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As usual PXK will denote the projective line over K and the rational points

P (K) = K u oo can be given by homogeneous coordinates so:

PX(K) = {[x,y]\x,y e K}/[x,y] ~ À[x,y];À G K* (Identify aeK with

[fl.l].)

Let G = PGL2(#) = GL2{K)/K*, where we embed Ä-* -* GL^Ä") by

'a   0'

.°   a.

Then G acts on P (K) by linear fractional transformations, i.e. If g G G is

represented by a matrix g ~ (a bd ), and xeP1 (K) then:

, .     ax + b
g{x) = ^cTd-

(b) Schottky Groups.

Definition 1. A subgroup T c G is called a Schottky group if 1) T is finitely

generated and 2) every element y G T is conjugate in G to a matrix of the

form ( g ° ) with q en(f .

Any y G C7 which satisfies 2 is called hyperbolic. It is easy to see that any

hyperbolic y has two distinct fixed points in PX(K). A theorem of Ihara's (See

[2] or [8, p. 82]) implies that every Schottky group is free.

Definition 2. Given a Schottky group T we define IcP (K) to be the closure

of the set of fixed points of elements y G T, y / id.

The group T will then act properly discontinuously on Q(K), the comple-

ment of Z in P'CK).

Theorem 1 (Mumford). The quotient Xr(K) = T\Q(K) has the structure of the

K-rational points of an algebraic curve Xr defined over K with genus g(Xr) =

g = rank(T).

(For a proof see Mumford's paper [5] or the survey article [4]. For a proof

in the category of rigid analytic spaces see [1].)

Curves that are given by such quotients are called Mumford curves and can

be thought of as p-adic Riemann surfaces.

(c) The case of co-compact T. In the case F is co-compact in G, Z = P (K)

(For a proof that co-compactness implies Z = PX(K) see [4, p. 315 Theorem

6.7] and [8, p. 84]) so £l(K) has no points at all. In this case the corresponding

Mumford curve is defined over K but has no ^-rational points. If L is any

finite extension of K, we can view K c L and XT(L) = r\Q(L) where

Q(L) = P1 (L) -PX(K) = L-K.

So in this case the region of discontinuity of T in P1 (L) very closely resem-

bles the classical upper half plane. In fact if L is a quadratic extension of K

so that L = K(S) with S2 G K we see that Q(L) = {x + yâ\x, y G K, y ¿ 0} .
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For the rest of this paper we will restrict ourselves to the quadratic case and

use coordinates for Q(L) as above. Now, if we let dx and dy be forms on

K which induce Haar measure normalized so that ¡^  dx = f^ dy = 1 then

we have the form dxdy/\y\ on Q(L). Just as the corresponding form in the

classical case is PSL2(R) invariant on ß?, it is easy to see that dxdy/\y\ is

PGL2(K) = G invariant on Q(L).

(d) The Main Result. We now can state the main result of this paper as:

Theorem 2. Let T be a Schottky group co-compact in PGL2(K) and let L be

a quadratic extension of K, L = K(ô) = {x + yö\y ^ 0}, then:

f       j   j   „  ,2      í (2¿? - 2)/fl        ifL/K is unramified,
/        fl\xfly/|y|   = < 2
Jxr(L) { (q + l)(c? - l)/<7 ifL/K is ramified.

We will give two proofs of this result, the first depending on some measure

theory and a similar result of Serre and the second by actually constructing a

fundamental domain for T in Q(L) over which this form can be integrated.

2. The first proof of the Theorem 2

As noted above this proof will be measure theoretic in nature and will rely

strongly on the following:

Theorem 3 (Serre). If p. is the unique Haar measure on G with ¡u(PGL2((f)) =

(?-l)/2 then /i(T\G) = g-l.

Proof. [8, p. 82] also see [7], (As cited in the references, this statement is

slightly different as it involves the analogous result for SL2.)

The idea now is to express ii(L) as G/T for some subgroup T. This is

analogous to writing ¿F = PSL2(R)/PS02(R).

Let

sf c GL2(A") be the group of matrices of the form I j ,

38 c GL2(K) be the group of matrices of the form ( _       J ,

¿7" c GL2(K) be the group of matrices of the form I   , ) ,

2
where D = ô .

Denote by A , B, T the images of these groups in G. Notice that T is the

stabilizer of S under the action of G on Í2(L). Since this action is transitive

we identify Q(L)^G/T.

Proposition 1.  G = ABT.

Proof. Notice first that these groups have pairwise intersection equal to the

identity. What we have to show is that any element g € G can be uniquely

represented g = abt, with a G A,  b G B,  t G T.   Since we know that
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fi(L) = G/T it is enough to show that Q(L) m AB but this is clear since we

can identify x + yd with ab where;

y   0\ /I    x/y

0    1/' \0      1

Notice that A « K*, B œ K with coordinates a, è respectively so the forms

fl"a/|a| and db which give the regular Haar measures on K* and K also give

Haar measures on A and B . (Recall the usual normalization; /^. da = (q —

\)/q and ¡^ db = 1.) (Compare this decomposition to that of

SL2(R) [3].)

Proposition 2. If we identify Q.(L) with AB, with coordinates as above then the

form dxdy/\y\  <—> dadb/\a\.

Proof. This is just a simple change of coordinates, x <-> a and y <-> ba, so

flx ¿y/|y|2 = \a\ da db/\a\2 = da db/\a\.

Proposition 3. Under appropriate normalization of the measure on T induced

by dt, we have:

dp. = dadbdt/\a\.

Proof. Since dxdy/\y\   is a G invariant measure on Q and £2 = G/T, then
2

(up to normalization) dp = (dxdy/\y\ )dt. Now use Proposition 2.

Proposition 4. If L/K is unramified, then T c U, U = PGL2V

Proof. In the unramified case we can take ô to be a unit in (f. We must show

that any element of T can be represented by a matrix with entries in tf and

determinant in (?*. Let t eT; then clearly one can find a matrix representing

t with entries in <f. In coordinates this amounts to giving c, d €(f with

c   dD'
representing t.

We can also assume that either c or d is in tf *. To see that c - d D is a unit

in ¿f notice that this is NL/K(c + dô) but c + dâ is a unit in ¿fL since if n is

a uniformizer in <f it is one in (?L since L/AT is unramified and n f c + dô.

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2 in the unramified case:

Theorem 2a. If L/K is unramified then

L'Xr(L)

Proof xr(L) = r\n = r\c7/r. so

fl*fl>/|y|2 = (2g-2)/fl.

/       dxdy/\y\2=  f        dadbdt/\a\
JXr(L) Jr\G/T

-i    äJj
T\G        I    JT

(i? - 1) / / dt       (By Theorem 3)
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So the theorem will be proved if we can show that fT dt = q/2. To this end

we calculate:

dadbdt/\a\ = (q- l)/2.[ dß=f
Ju Ju

It is easy to show that U = (A n U)(B n U)(T n U) so

(fl-l)/2=(7      da/\a\)([      db) ([      dt) .
\JAnu /  \Jbdu      / \Jrnu     J

Recall that the coordinates a for A and b for B give isomorphisms A ?a K*,

B « K and we have A n U «¿ tf* and BV\U K.rf. By the proposition above

we see T n U = T so

= ((q-\)/q)(\)(yjTdi).

Thus /r dt — q/2.

The ramified case is a bit harder since it is no longer true that T c U.

First we notice that if L/K is ramified then L = K(S) where D — ô2 is a

uniformizer for the maximal ideal of cf so we can assume D = n. Let J7^ be

the subgroup of GL2(<f) consisting of matrices of the form {acbd) and let /

be its image in U. We have:

Propositions. (a) I is of index q+l in U.

(b) I = (AnI)(Bf)I)(TDl).

(c) lr\T is of index 2 in T.

Proof. For (a) see [8, p. 77]. (b) is easy to check.

(c) Notice that any / G T is equivalent either to the identity or ( ° £ ) in

T/InT.

Now we can prove

Theorem 2b. If L/K is ramified then

L dxdy/\y\2 = (q+\)(g-\)/q2.
'Xv(L)

Proof. As above we have fx ,L) dxdy/\y\2 = (g - I)/ fT dt. We calculate

fdp=(f     da/\a\)([     db)(f     dt).
Ji \Jinu /  \Jinu      / \Jinu     /

By (a) above we get J, dp = (q- l)/2(q+l). Now, InA « cf* and IC\B » n(f

so

(^■^f+i)-(t*/w)0L*)(i/r*)
-\((q-\)/q)(\/q)[jTdty

2'
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Thus fT dt — q2/(q + 1) and the theorem follows.

3. The second proof of Theorem 2

(a) The tree HTK . The second proof of the main theorem will depend on an

explicit construction of a fundamental domain for the action of Y on £2(L).

In order to do this we need to introduce the tree ÏTK associated to the field K.

(cf. Serre [8] or Mumford [5]).

We define the graph !TK = ST in the following way: The vertices of ST,

Vert(^) = {M c K © K\M is a two dimensional cf - lattice}/ ~,

where M ~ N if there exists À € K* such that AM = N. Given a lattice M

we denote its class by [M] and the corresponding vertex by vM. Two vertices

vM and vN are connected by an edge if there are M' g [M] and N' g [N]

such that M' c N1 and N'/M1 » cf /n = k. We shall list the following facts

about &~, their proofs can be found in [5] or [8].

Theorem 4.   (1)  S7~ is a homogeneous tree of degree q + 1.

(2) The q + 1 vertices adjacent to a given vertex can be identified with the

points of P1 (k).

(3) The l/2-linesin ¿T based at a fixed vertex v (That is, the collection of

infinite paths in y based at v.) correspond to points in P (K).

(4) The action of G on K®K induces an action of G on Vert(¿7") which is

isometric where distance is measured by the number of edges between two vertices.

Thus we can think of G as acting on the tree !7~.

(5) The action of G on Vert(^) is transitive and the stabilizer of v^^ = v0

is U - PGL2(cf). Thus Vert^ = G/U.

(6) If T is a Schottky group then T acts freely on 2f, that is it leaves on

edges or vertices fixed. If F is co-compact in G then the quotient T\¿T is a

finite graph.

By 3 we can think of P1 (K) as being the "boundary" of this infinite graph.

Choosing a base point for the 1/2-lines corresponds to picking coordinates for

the projective line at infinity; in fact if we let v0 be the vertex of «!7" corre-

sponding to cf@cf then we can label the vertices distance n away from v0 by

the following scheme. (Distance is measured without backtracking.)

{Vertices distance n from v0} *—► {vL}

L€/{j3«y, l]cf + [n", 0]^or[0, iV+Jl.^fl,-!!1]^;

ai representing cosets of cf ¡n \

(See [6] for a further explanation of the labeling.)
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If we notice that any point in P (K) can be is represented uniquely by a

homogeneous coordinate of the form [a, I] or [1 ,na] with a G cf then the

above remarks say that we can label vertices distance n from v0 by these

coordinates " mod n" ".

Now we will assume T is a co-compact Schottky group and we have the

formula

Proposition 6. If h = vertices of T\&~ and e = geometric edges of T\7~ then

g - 1 = e - h. (Recall g = rank(T)).

Proof. Both sides of this equation calculate ~x(J\7~) = - Euler characteristic

of this graph.

Definition 3. (1) If x G PX(K) then we denote by x the 1/2 line in ET corre-

sponding to x with base point v0 .

(2) If v G Vert(^) then

R~ (b) = {j:eP (K)\\ passes through v}.

It is easy to see that R~ (v) is a disc of radius q~~ , where d is the distance

from v to vQ, and center at the point whose homogeneous coordinate labels

v.

(b) Trees under field extensions. Suppose L/K is a quadratic extension; then

we have the corresponding trees !TK and 3~L . There is an inclusion Vertía ) >—►

Vert(^) given by the map M >-+ M ®cfL where M is an ¿^-lattice.

In the case L/K is unramified then ^ is a homogeneous tree of degree

q2 + 1 and we can identify STK in ZTL as a subtree. In any case we have

Im(^) = Ux€pi(ír)cpi(¿)x •

In the ramified case we have ^K « £FL and the image of ^ is no longer a

homogeneous tree but rather looks like &~K with each edge subdivided into two.

(c) Fundamental Domains. As we stated above, if T is a Schottky group

co-compact in G then T\^. is a finite graph. Define a subtree J of ¿TK as

follows. Begin with v0 and an adjacent edge, continue to add edges and vertices

so that the result is connected and no edge or vertex is equivalent to any other

under the action of T. The resulting subtree is /. It is the lift of a maximal

subtree of the quotient r\^ .

Proposition 7.  J is a fundamental domain for the action of Y on ¡TK.

Proof. [8, p. 25].

Now we can describe the fundamental domain for T in fl = L — K as

follows. We consider the image of Ï7~K in ^ and let ^ be the image of J in

the tree ETL.
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Definition 4. If v is any vertex of ETL we define R x(v ,L) = {x G P (L)\\

goes through v and each vertex further from v0 than v in x is in Vert^) -

Im[Vert(^)]}.

In other words, if v G Vert(^) - Im[Vert(^-)] then R~x(v,L) = R~X(v)

and v g Im[Vert(^)] then R~ (v,L) is the set of all x such that the 1/2-line

x when traced from v0 leaves the subtree Im(^K) after passing through v .

Proposition 8. The set A = \Jv€ ~ R~ (v, L) is a fundamental domain for the

action of Y on £2.

Proof. [4, p. 316].
(d) Volume calculations.

Proposition 9. Assume L/K is unramified then for any v G Im[Vert(^-)] we

have

f dxdy/\y\2 = (q-\)/q2.
jR-'{v,L)

Proof. Since G acts transitively on ¿TK , it is enough to prove this proposition

for v — vQ since the form we are integrating is G invariant and R~x(g(v), L) =

g(R~x(v,L)). Also notice that R~x(v0,L) — \JR~~x(v) where the union is

taken over those v adjacent to v0 and in Vert(^) - Im[Vert(^.)]. In terms

of our coordinates these are vertices adjacent to v0 that can be labeled by

homogeneous coordinates of the form [a + bô ,1] where a, b ek and b ^ 0.

R~x(v) then is {x + yô\ordn[(x + yô)-(a + bô)]> 1}. That is, R~x(v) is the

set of all points congruent to a + bô mod n. Now it is easy to see

[        dxdy/\y\2=f        dxdy = \/q2.
Jr-'{v) Jr-'(v)

Since this calculation is valid for every vertex adjacent to vQ and in Vert(^) -

Im[Vert(«9^)] and the corresponding R~ (v) 's are disjoint we get,

/ dxdy/\y\2 = J2Í        dxdy = q(q-l)/q2 = (q-l)/q.
Jr-'(v0,L) Jr->{v)

2
The second equality following since we are summing over (q - 1) - (0 - 1) =

q(q - 1) vertices.

We can now prove our main theorem in the unramified case, for

/       dxdy/\y\2=^2 f dxdy/\y\2 = h(q-l)/q = (2g-2)/q.
JXr(L) v€jrJR-'(v,L)

(h(q - 1) = 2g - 2 follows from Proposition 6 and e = h(q + l)/2.)

In the ramified case we take the same approach; however things are a bit

more complicated as not every vertex in Im (¿7^) comes from a vertex of !TK .

We write V = Vert[Im(^)] - Im[Vert(^)]
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Proposition 10. If v G Im[Vert(^)] then R  x(v,L) = 0.

IfveV then

L dxdy/\y\2 = (q-l)/q2.
IR-'(v,L)

Proof. First notice that if v G Im[Vert(^.)] then each edge adjacent to v stays

in the subtree Im(,9^) ; thus R~~x(v ,L) = 0. Now for v G 'V we have q - 1

vertices adjacent to v but not in Im(^). We have, R~l(v ,L) = UjR_'(u,)

where the union is over these vertices. Again we notice that since G acts

transitively on the edges of Ï7~K it is sufficient to carry out the calculation of

this integral for any vertex in *V. It is easiest to take v to be the vertex adjacent

to v0 labeled by [0,1],then R~\v ,L) = \JViXabeXedby[bSX]b€kb¥0R-x(vi) and

/ dxdy/\y\2= J2 [        dxdy/\y2\.
•/Ä"'("'L) v,-labeled by [bS ,\},bek ,bjtOJ R~1^

For each such vt we get ¡R-i{Vi) dxdy/\y\2 = fR-Hv¡) dxdy = \/q2 so

fl-xfl-y/|y|2 = (fl-l)/fl2.
/,IR-i(v,L)

Now to complete the proof of the main theorem we calculate:

¡       dxdy/\y\2=¿2 f dxdy/\y\
Jxr(L) veJrJR-Hv,L)

£    / dxdy/\y\

2

= [Ä(fl + l)/2][(fl-l)/fl2],

since # vertices in ,/ n y = # edges of T\TK = h(q + l)/2. Finally we have

/      dxdy/\y\2 = (g-l)(q+l)/q2.
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